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MULTICULTURALS AS STRATEGIC HUMAN CAPITAL RESOURCES IN 

MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISES 
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Dana Minbaeva, Copenhagen Business School, Denmark, and King’s College London, 

the UK. 
Forthcoming in Journal of International Business Studies 

Abstract 
Multiculturals—individuals with notable cultural knowledge, skills, abilities, and other 
characteristics (KSAOs)—are widely assumed to contribute to MNE performance and, 
ultimately, lead to global competitive advantages. We nuance this general belief by arguing that 
what matters for an MNE’s competitive advantage is not the employment of multiculturals per 
se, but rather the MNE’s ability to transform multiculturals’ KSAOs into strategic human 
capital resources by creating complementarities between KSAOs and emergence-enabling 
factors. Using a twelve-month in-depth ethnographic study over the span of two years in two 
MNEs, we identified five emergence-enabling factors that enable the transformation of 
multiculturals’ KSAOs into human capital resources and strategic human capital resources: (1) 
a global mindset, (2) a differentiated HR architecture, (3) the language policy and practices, (4) 
team diversity, and (5) multicultural team leadership. We suggested that a global mindset and 
differentiated HR architecture are emergence-enabling factors that enable the transformation of 
KSAOs into unit-level strategic human capital resources that are relevant for competitive 
advantage, while team diversity and multicultural team leadership are emergence-enabling 
factors that enable the transformation of KSAOs into unit-level human capital resources 
relevant for performance parity. Finally, the language policy and practices were relevant for 
both processes. (word count: 198)  
 

Keywords: multiculturals, strategic human capital, competitive advantage, ethnographic field 
study, qualitative method 
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INTRODUCTION 

Multiculturals are individuals with more than one cultural identity (Hong, Morris, Chiu, & 

Benet-Martinez, 2000) who have developed latent skills by working and living with culturally 

different people (Benet-Martinez, Lee, & Leu, 2006; Brannen & Thomas, 2010). Research on 

multiculturals employed by multinational enterprises (MNEs) has found that these individuals 

have unique skills, an ability to bridge culture gaps, and a capacity to integrate and transfer 

knowledge from the around the world (Fitzsimmons, Liao, & Thomas, 2017; Hong, 2010; Hong 

& Doz, 2013; Kane & Levina, 2017; Lakshman, 2013; Lücke, Kostova, & Roth, 2014; Vora, 

Martin, Fitzsimmons, Pekerti, Lakshman, & Raheem, 2019; Yagi & Kleinberg, 2011). The 

international business (IB) literature views multiculturals as a rich resource for the exploration 

of culturally diverse environments in which MNEs operate (Backmann, Kanitz, Tian, 

Hoffmann, & Hoegl, 2020; Fitzsimmons, et al., 2017; Lücke et al., 2014; Vora et al., 2019).  

Despite the growing number of multiculturals in MNEs and the fact that their knowledge, 

skills, abilities, and other characteristics (KSAOs; Ployhart, Nyberg, Reilly, & Maltarich, 2014) 

may contribute to global business success, the extant literature has not examined the 

circumstances under which multiculturals’ KSAOs can contribute to better performance or even 

become a source of competitive advantage. This is problematic—without clear indications as 

to how MNEs can drive the value created by human capital, the claim that multiculturals’ 

KSAOs are conducive for MNE performance remains abstract knowledge. Therefore, Vora et 

al. (2019: 516) call for more research focused on the characteristics of the organizational 

context that create “an environment in which multiculturalism matters for organizational 

functioning and performance.”  
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This study responds to this call. We build on insights from the strategic human capital 

literature (e.g., Nyberg & Moliterno, 2019) and combine them with recent contributions on 

multiculturalism in IB (e.g., Vora et al., 2019). We argue that multiculturals possess KSAOs 

that have the potential to make them valuable resources. However, whether those KSAOs 

become human capital resources relevant for performance parity or strategic human capital 

resources that provide MNEs with a competitive advantage depends on certain “emergence 

enabling factors” (Eckardt & Jiang, 2019: 77; see also Ployhart & Moliterno, 2011). To explore 

those factors, we conducted an in-depth ethnographic study over the span of two years in two 

MNEs—a leading fast-moving consumer goods company, which we call BEAU, and a leading 

auditing and business-consulting company, which we refer to as AuditCo. We identified five 

emergence-enabling factors that enable the transformation of multiculturals’ KSAOs into 

human capital resources and strategic human capital resources: (1) a global mindset, (2) a 

differentiated HR architecture, (3) the language policy and practices, (4) team diversity, and (5) 

multicultural team leadership.  

The paper is structured as follows. We start with a brief review of the literature on 

multiculturals’ KSAOs. We build on the understanding of the antecedents of individual-level 

multiculturalism and its dimensions, but develop this conceptualization further by highlighting 

KSAOs that stem from multiculturals’ knowledge of, identification with, and internalization of 

more than one culture. We then offer definitions of human capital resources and strategic human 

capital resources, and emphasize the conceptual boundaries among these concepts. After 

introducing our methods, we discuss our data-collection process and analytical approach. 

Finally, we present our findings and suggest directions for future research.  
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THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

In a recent review, Vora et al. (2019: 500) conceptualize multiculturalism as a tridimensional 

spectrum consisting of “the degree to which someone has knowledge of, identification with, 

and internalization of more than one societal culture” (see also Fitzsimmons et al., 2017; Lücke 

et al., 2014). According to the authors, all three dimensions must be present. The authors also 

argue that multiculturalism develops within individuals under the influence of the context, the 

acculturation process, (inherited) skills and abilities in multiple cultures, situated cognition, and 

identification with more than one culture.  

Under these influences, individuals with high degrees of multiculturalism begin to exhibit 

certain individual capacities that the strategic human capital literature refers to as KSAOs. 

KSAOs are the “subset of individual differences that have intra-psychological origins and are 

relatively stable” (see Figure 1 in Ployhart et al., 2014):  

… knowledge is the declarative or procedural information necessary for performing a task and the 
foundation on which skills are developed (knowledge may apply to many jobs or only a single job), skills 
are the individual’s level of proficiency and capabilities to perform specific tasks and can be improved 
with experience, ability is a more enduring capability that is applicable to a range of job-related tasks, and 
other characteristics refers to personality traits and related dispositional attributes that affect the 
individual’s performance across a broad range of tasks (Ployhart et al., 2014:  376). 
Notably, KSAOs are distinct from individual differences and not all individual 

differences are KSAOs. As Ployhart et al. (2014: 376) explain, “attitudes, satisfaction, 

motivation, emotion, and related characteristics are not KSAOs because they are highly variable, 

more situationally specific, and situationally induced.” In the context of our paper, curiosity 

about an unknown foreign culture as well as its values, assumptions, beliefs, and practices (e.g., 

triggered by an interesting documentary) belongs to the category of individual differences. In 

contrast, because of their knowledge of, identification with, and internalization of more than 

one societal culture, multiculturals have internalized multiple cultural schemas (i.e., sets of 

given societal cultural values, assumptions, beliefs, and practices; Fitzsimmons et al., 2017) 
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and are capable of switching among them. This is an example of a KSAO with primarily intra-

psychological origins that is relatively unchanging and typical for individuals with multiple 

culture-meaning systems.   

In the next subsection, we begin by highlighting KSAOs that stem from multiculturals’ 

tridimensional spectrum of multiculturalism (as defined by Vora et al., 2019), have 

“intraphsychological (as opposed to situational) origins and are relatively stable across a 

meaningful time frame” (Ployhart et al., 2014: 376).  

Multiculturals’ KSAOs 

To identify multiculturals’ KSAOs that are relevant in the MNE context, we conducted a 

search of Business Source Complete’s IB journals using the terms “multicultural” and 

“bicultural.” Our goal was not to conduct a systematic review, but rather to pinpoint KSAOs 

identified in the cross-cultural psychology and international management literature as stemming 

from the degree to which someone knows about, identifies with, and internalizes more than one 

societal culture (Vora et al., 2019). Our review pointed to five main KSAOs: cultural frame 

switching, cultural adaptability, culture-based creativity, cross-cultural communication skills, 

and cross-cultural attributional complexity (see detailed summary in Table 1) 

- TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE -  

Cultural frame switching. Multiculturals see themselves as cultural group members, and 

they attach their values, beliefs, and emotional importance to group membership (Tajfel, 1978). 

This allows them to display agency in identifying with a culture (Vora et al., 2019). 

Multiculturals internalize multiple culture meaning systems (or schemas), and exhibit agile 

responses to cultural and situational cues (“cultural frame switching”; Hong et al., 2000). Such 

internalized cultural schemas become a network of discrete, specific constructs that lead to 
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cognition when they come to the forefront of an individual’s mind as that individual responds 

to cues in the cross-cultural environment (Hong et al., 2000). Cultural frame switching acts as 

a dynamic link between cultural knowledge and the ability to adapt and communicate.  

Hong et al. (2000) explain that cultural knowledge works in a cognitive system that 

includes knowledge content and cognitive processing (Earley & Ang, 2003). Culture-specific 

knowledge refers to awareness of a culture’s history, institutions, rituals, and daily practices. 

This type of knowledge is crucial for the multicultural’s self-image, is highly self-relevant, and 

is similar to other personality traits. In the MNE context, cultural knowledge includes work-

relevant cultural knowledge, such as knowledge of business practices, local market preferences, 

and societal values (Vora et al., 2019). Multiculturals become adept at using appropriate 

interaction strategies that specify when, why, and to what degree one cultural value should 

prevail over another (Tetlock, Peterson, & Lerner, 1996: 28) to ensure effective cross-cultural 

interactions. Multiculturals are experts at recognizing the legitimacy of both cultures and at 

behaving appropriately to create positive impressions that might help them achieve desired 

business outcomes. For example, Su (2015) describes how multicultural employees in offshore 

firms (China-based IT service firm with offshores in Japan and US) create significant value in 

outsourced client relationships by bridging their own cultural frames.  

Cultural adaptability. By definition, multiculturals identify with more than one culture, 

which requires high levels of culture-specific knowledge and the internalization of cultural 

schemas. As such, they can better accept a variety of cultural perspectives because they are able 

to understand how different people can come to different conclusions, and because they can 

merge discordant norms and values (“integrative complexity;” Tadmor, Tetlock, & Peng, 2009). 

Therefore, multiculturals are able to adapt their behavior in cross-cultural settings (e.g., 

Friedman & Liu, 2009; Nguyen & Benet-Martinez, 2007; Padilla, 2006). Hong (2010) defines 
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“cultural adaptability” as the ability to appreciate and detect culture-specific aspects of social 

behavior. This adaptability helps multiculturals deliver culturally appropriate verbal and 

nonverbal behaviors in global business contexts (Earley & Ang, 2003; LaFromboise, Coleman, 

& Gerton, 1993). Managerial behaviors resulting from cultural frame switching and cultural 

adaptability improve effectiveness in managing cross-cultural tensions and conflicts in 

multicultural teams. While facilitating cultural frame switching, multiculturals use inductive 

and analogical skills to move beyond their current knowledge (Hong, 2010). They do so to fully 

understand what is happening around them and they inductively map new cultural settings in 

order to function effectively (Earley & Ang, 2003: 123). In fact, multiculturals may be better 

able to interact with employees, customers or business partners who are not from one of their 

own cultures, as they may be perceived as a trustworthy third party that exhibits fair judgment 

regarding other cultural subgroups. This active engagement in integration activities enhances, 

for example, the effectiveness of multicultural teams, where the management of members’ 

different cultural backgrounds is critical (Hong, 2010). 

Culture-based creativity. Cross-cultural psychologists have also found that multiculturals 

are more creative (Cheng & Leung, 2013; Cheng, Sanchez-Burks, & Lee, 2008a, 2008b; Leung 

& Chiu, 2010; Leung, Maddux, Galinsky, & Chiu, 2008; Maddux, Adam, & Galinsky, 2010; 

Maddux & Galinsky, 2009; Maddux, Lu, Affinito, & Galinsky, 2020). According to the creative 

cognition approach, the acquisition of different types of knowledge is a precursor to increased 

creativity (Finke, Ward, & Smith, 1992; Ward, Smith, & Vaid, 1997). Leung et al. (2008) 

suggest that multicultural experiences might motivate a psychological process that synthesizes 

seemingly incompatible ideas and provide the cognitive catalyst for creativity. Given their 

broad knowledge of different cultures, multiculturals are better positioned to make connections 

among disparate ideas originating from different cultural sources (Cheng et al., 2008a, 2008b; 
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Leung et al., 2008). This stimulates a willingness to generate new ideas, provide new concepts, 

inspire insight development, and explore one’s own cultural beliefs (Maddux et al., 2020). In 

addition, extensive multicultural experiences help multiculturals overcome cognitive fixedness 

in the form of structured and routine ways of problem solving, and they inspire creative thinking 

(Cheng & Leung, 2013).  

For example, Cheng et al. (2008a, 2008b) focus on bicultural identity integration (Benet-

Martinez, Leu, Lee, & Morris, 2002) and find that individuals with highly integrated bicultural 

identities contribute more creativity to team innovation than individuals with poorly integrated 

bicultural identities. Along similar lines, Leung and Chiu (2010) show that the simultaneous 

combination of several cultural networks, rather than mere exposure to cultural knowledge, is 

essential for creativity (Lücke et al., 2014). Moreover, multiculturals not only acknowledge the 

legitimacy of competing cultural perspectives on the same issue (differentiation) but also forge 

conceptual links among those perspectives (integration) (Suedfeld, Tetlock, & Streufert, 1992). 

This in turn is associated with more effective information searches and enhanced creativity 

(Tadmor et al., 2009). Finally, multiculturals’ creativity contributes significantly to firms’ new 

product development (Hong & Doz, 2013), problem solving (Hong & Doz, 2013, Lücke et al., 

2014), and innovation (Lücke et al., 2014).  

Cross-cultural communication skills. Cross-cultural psychologists and international 

business scholars agree that multilingualism is a common skill among multiculturals and that it 

is important for effective cross-cultural communication. However, multilingualism involves 

more than knowledge of another language, multiculturals also have knowledge of the 

language’s context and the ability to competently apply their multilingualism in order to 

effectively interact in cross-cultural situations both verbally and non-verbally (Black & 

Gregersen, 2000; Mendenhall, 2001; Gudykunst, 1998; Spitzberg, 1983). Multiculturals 
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develop cross-cultural communication skills by acquiring cultural knowledge (Lücke et al., 

2014; Oyserman & Lee, 2007; Pekerti & Thomas, 2016) through their family backgrounds (e.g., 

multicultural parents) or by living and working in diverse cultural contexts. LaFromboise et al. 

(1993) suggest that in addition to cross-communication skills, multiculturals possess several 

cultural role repertoires, which are crucial for effective cross-cultural communication.  

Multiculturals can help solve critical communication issues in multicultural teams. Team 

members may have different communication norms, patterns, accents and fluency in the 

common language (Brett, Behfar, & Kern, 2006). In such situations, multiculturals engage in 

“culture gap bridging”, explicitly combining different communication styles and engaging in 

conflict resolution by promoting shared team’s goals, roles, and norms (Mateev & Nelson, 

2004). Backmann et al. (2020) recently found that this bridging promotes communication, 

which also make multiculturals more empathetic and sensitive toward members.  

Cross-cultural attributional complexity. Multiculturals develop complex cultural 

identities that lead to greater tolerance of out-group members (the “other’ culture) and, thus, 

higher levels of cultural sensitivity (Roccas & Brewer, 2002). Lakshman (2013: 927) suggests 

that multiculturals have more “attributional complexity,” which is defined as “differentiation, 

articulation, abstraction, and integration in individuals’ causal reasoning.” This helps them 

make more accurate, less culturally biased attributions. Because of their knowledge of, 

identification with, and internalization of more than one societal culture, multiculturals have 

already “gone through a (negotiated) process involving initial ambiguity, subsequent cognitive 

demands on the self to understand the value differences between [different cultures]” 

(Lakshman, 2013: 959). The adaptive integration of these differences helps multiculturals 

preempt and reduce potential conflicts arising from members’ cultural differences, absorb 

uncertainty on the part of subordinates, and avoid culturally offensive behavior in performance 
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management. The resulting managerial behaviors lead to effectiveness in cross-cultural 

leadership because multiculturals implement integrative strategies to enhance subordinates’ 

performance by evaluating behavior in its appropriate cultural context (e.g., Landis, 2008) and 

giving immediate feedback (e.g., Yagi & Kleinberg, 2011). Universally identified leadership 

attributes include communicativeness, trustworthiness, and positive and encouraging behaviors 

(GLOBE studies, Den Hartog, House, Hanges, Ruiz-Quintanilla, & Dorfman, 1999). 

Multiculturals are more likely to be effective and perceived as leaders because they exhibit 

these attributes (Lakshman, 2013).  

*** 

The five KSAOs of multiculturals are in line with definitions of multiculturalism 

established in IB research (see, e.g., Fitzsimmons et al., 2017; Lücke et al., 2014). As our brief 

review shows, the KSAOs are relatively well established and widely recognized as behavioral 

attributes of individuals with high degrees of multiculturalism. In this regard, the formation of 

(tridimensional) multiculturalism within individuals is the sine qua non of the five KSAOs 

identified above. Although monoculturals may possess these KSAOs, multiculturals exhibit 

greater cultural knowledge that goes beyond the knowledge commonly held by the general 

population and identification that goes beyond the degree to which individuals generally feel 

connected to other cultures (Vora et al., 2019). They are able to mentally integrate or separate 

multiple cultural identities that are not associated with a single context, geographical category, 

or racial category. Moreover, they internalize cultural values, norms, beliefs, and assumptions 

beyond the degree to which they are generally shared among monocultural individuals foreign 

to that culture (Vora et al., 2019).  
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In terms of their structure, the KSAOs can be understood as hierarchical. As Ployhart et 

al. (2014: 376) explain, some KSAOs (“e.g., general mental ability”) may be broader and 

“subsume more specific KSAOs (e.g., verbal and quantitative ability, self-discipline, 

responsibility).” Furthermore, although every multicultural has multiple KSAOs, not all 

multiculturals exhibit all KSAOs to the same degree. Finally, the KSAOs are not static. Instead, 

they influence and are influenced by the organizational context through social networks and 

power dynamics (Vora et al., 2019), and they are continuously affected by the immediate 

organizational context in which the multiculturals are embedded. In this regard, MNEs should 

be viewed as providing an enabling context (Roth & Kostova, 2003; Teagarden, Von Glinow, 

& Melahi, 2018) in which multiculturals’ KSAOs can matter for the organization’s performance 

and competitive advantage. However, the specific contextual attributes that create an enabling 

context are not clearly defined in the IB literature.  

On a more general level, the strategic human capital literature argues that while KSAOs 

may be valuable, whether they are accessed and leveraged to achieve economic outcomes 

depends on the presence of contextual attributes, which that literature refers to as “emergence 

enabling factors” (Eckardt & Jiang, 2019: 77; see also Ployhart & Moliterno, 2011). In the next 

section, we build on the strategic human capital literature to uncover the underlying 

mechanisms through which emergence-enabling factors transform the five individual-level 

KSAOs of multiculturals into unit-level human capital resources relevant for either 

performance parity or competitive advantage.  

Multiculturals as Strategic Human Capital Resources 
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Ployhart et al. (2014: 373) coin the term “human capital resources,” which they define as 

“unit-level 1  capacities based on individual KSAOs that are accessible for unit-relevant 

purposes.” The authors emphasize two aspects of this definition: capacities and accessibility. 

The former differentiates “the potential from the action or consequence it may produce” 

(Ployhart et al., 2014: 377). As we explained above, each of the five KSAOs of multiculturals 

is a capacity—a reserve or supply with the potential for action directed toward a purpose. As 

such, they are distinct from actions and their consequences. Accessibility, which is the second 

feature of the definition of human capital resources, is a boundary condition that distinguishes 

individual KSAOs from unit-level human capital resources. Whether the individual KSAOs of 

multiculturals are transformed into unit-level human capital resources depends on whether they 

contribute to the pursuit of the unit’s economic purpose (Nyberg, Moliterno, Hale, & Lepak, 

2014; Ployhart & Moliterno, 2011). Ployhart et al. (2014: 377-378) provide an illustrative 

example: 

[A] person’s skill in speaking Farsi as a second language would constitute a human capital 
resource for a specific unit that operates where translations to or from that language are relevant 
for the unit’s performance. In contrast, if the same person worked for a different unit in which 
the ability to speak Farsi was not relevant to that unit’s performance, the … skill would not be 
a human capital resource for that unit. 

Our literature review clearly illustrated that multiculturals’ KSAOs are relevant for the 

organization’s economic purposes (see the last column in Table 1). Hence, we conclude that 

given multiculturals’ capacities and their accessibility to unit-level economic resources, their 

individual-level KSAOs—cultural frame switching, cultural adaptability, culture-based 

creativity, cross-cultural communication skills, and cross-cultural attributional complexity—

 

1 Human capital resources may also be defined at the individual level (see Table 2 in Ployhart et al., 2014). 
However, our paper focuses solely on the emergence from individual KSAOs to unit-level human capital 
resources. 
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could be transformed into human capital resources. In the presence of emergence-enabling 

factors, these KSAOs could ultimately emerge as “a higher-level, collective phenomenon” 

(Kozlowski & Klein, 2000: 55). However, the nature of these emergence-enabling factors 

remains unclear.  

In order to understand how multiculturals’ KSAOs could be relevant for the 

organization’s economic purposes, it is helpful to distinguish between human capital resources 

and strategic human capital resources (Ployhart et al., 2014). The former are relevant for 

performance parity (Barney & Wright, 1998), while the latter are important for competitive 

advantage. Although both unit-level capacities are based on individual KSAOs, their functions 

differ. Human capital resources are relevant for competitive parity achieved via the pursuit of 

best practices, while strategic human capital resources become a source of competitive 

advantage through the pursuit of differentiation (see Table 2 in Ployhart et al., 2014, for detailed 

definitions). For example, when multiculturals’ KSAOs are composed and compiled via 

interactions and interdependencies, they become domain specific and inherently scarce. More 

specifically, as Nyberg et al. (2018) explain, unit-level human capital resources emerge from 

the composition (i.e., as a “summation of individual level human capital resources”; Nyberg, 

Reilly, Essman, & Rodrigues, 2018: 72) and compilation (“occurs when unit interdependencies 

require relationships among heterogeneous KSAOs”; Nyberg et al., 2018: 73) of individual 

KSAOs. This composition and compilation result in increases in the overall stock of KSAOs 

held by unit members (Moliterno & Nyberg, 2019). This allows for the use of human capital 

resources for the resolution of day-to-day problems, communication challenges, and 

operational challenges associated with cross-border cooperation, which could ultimately lead 

to better performance and competitive parity. In contrast, multiculturals’ KSAOs could be used 

as strategic human capital resources that could enable the MNE “to create more economic value 
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than the marginal (breakeven) competitor in its product market” (Peteraf & Barney, 2003: 314). 

As strategic human capital resources, multiculturals’ KSAOs are used to generate interfirm 

heterogeneity, firm specificity, social complexity, path dependence, and causal ambiguity 

(Eckardt & Jiang, 2019). Moreover, the use of multiculturals’ KSAOs as strategic human 

capital resources helps MNEs in their pursuit of differentiation and, ultimately, serves as a 

source of competitive advantage.  

Despite this useful distinction between human capital resources and strategic human 

capital resources, the strategic human capital literature fails to identify the emergence-enabling 

factors responsible for the transformation of multiculturals’ KSAOs into unit-level human 

capital resources relevant for performance parity and strategic human capital resources relevant 

for competitive advantage (Eckardt & Jiang, 2019). For multiculturals’ KSAOs to become 

valuable strategic resources for MNEs, complementarities between the KSAOs and contextual 

attributes must exist (Adegbesan, 2009; Nyberg et al., 2018). These complementarities are 

rooted in the interplay between “task environments” and “how unit members act, think, and 

feel” (Ployhardt & Moliterno, 2011: 135). In other words, the task complexity resulting from 

the dynamics of the MNE’s business context requires multiculturals to mobilize behavioral 

processes, cognitive mechanisms, and affective psychological states, all of which are rooted in 

their KSAOs. The resulting complementarities decrease the costs of “being a multinational” by 

overcoming communication difficulties, enhancing the speed of global-team decision making, 

and solving coordination problems—all typical problems in culturally diverse environments. 

When addressed, these are important sources of performance parity. In the language of 

Chadwick (2017), these complementarities decrease the costs of MNE human capital.  

However, lowering the costs of employing individuals with multiple cultural backgrounds 

is only one way for firms to generate rents: “firms can generate greater human capital rents 
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from workers’ human capital by broadening the gap between the value in use of workers’ 

human capital and the cost that the firm pays for that human capital” (Chadwick, 2017: 503). 

Complementarities between the KSAOs and contextual attributes can also enable firms to create 

causal ambiguity, and they are “the most difficult to imitate and possibly the most beneficial 

for achieving a competitive advantage” (Nyberg et al., 2018: 81). In this regard, the 

complementarities can increase the value in use of MNE human capital. As Chadwick (2017) 

explains, these idiosyncratic, firm-specific complementarities “can increase human capital 

value in use with relatively small concurrent increases in the cost of human capital. 

Consequently, firm complementarities are likely to be a key driver of the variance in human 

capital rents across firms” (Chadwick, 2017: 508). 

However, as we mention above, the emergence-enabling factors creating such 

complementarities with multiculturals’ KSAOs are not clearly defined. To the best of our 

knowledge, research in other fields has also failed to investigate the attributes of enabling 

contexts in which multiculturals with specific KSAOs become strategic human capital 

resources. Researchers focused on cross-cultural management have investigated elements of 

organizational context that may be relevant for multiculturals. However, the underlying logic 

in those studies revolves around the consequences of employing individuals with multiple 

cultural backgrounds. Studies in this field describe a range of formal methods available to 

MNEs wishing to improve individuals’ KSAOs so that they can function in environments with 

culturally different others. In the field of international human resource management (HRM), 

corporate initiatives focused on “valuing diversity” and various types of training have been 

proposed with the aim of helping monoculturals and multiculturals think alike (Thomas, 2016). 

However, this research centers on value capture or, in other words, on lowering the costs of 

employing individuals with multiple cultural backgrounds (e.g., reducing cultural conflicts, 
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avoiding intercultural misunderstandings, preventing discrimination) (Minbaeva, Fitzsimmons, 

& Brewster, 2021).  

In sum, multiculturals’ individual KSAOs are transformed into human capital resources 

through individual interactions and interdependencies (composition and compilation in Nyberg 

et al., 2018). In the presence of emergence-enabling factors, they could become relevant for 

performance parity and competitive advantage. However, the nature and the function of these 

emergence-enabling factors are poorly understood. To address this gap in the extant research, 

we conducted an extensive ethnographic study. 

METHODS 

We applied a grounded theory approach based on an inductive-abductive research design. 

This approach is appropriate given that the development of theory around emergence-enabling 

factors is still in the nascent stages. We engaged in theory building through the gathering and 

iterative analysis of data collected in two ethnographic studies (see the Research Sites section). 

We undertook two ethnographic studies not for comparative or generalization purposes, but 

because doing so enabled us to achieve granularity and expose variation (Bechky, 2011). In 

each study, our research methods included formal and informal ethnographic interviews, 

ethnographic observations, and the gathering of archival material (see the Data Collection 

section). Theory played an inductive role in the sense that the applied “theoretical insights 

inform[ed] the interpretation of data uncovered in the context of discovery” (Wilson & Chaddha, 

2009: 550-551). By moving between the in-depth analysis of each case and extant theory 

(Dougherty, 2002; Eisenhardt, 1989; Vaughan, 2009), we could deal with surprises and puzzles 

(Kaplan & Orlikowski, 2013), which led us to additional analyses and theorizing (Agar, 1986) 
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(see details in the Analytical Approach section). In the following, we introduce the research 

sites, our data-collection process, and our analytical approach.  

Research Sites 

As our research sites, we selected two MNEs: BEAU and AuditCo, both located in France. 

These MNEs were active in the fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG) industry and the auditing 

and business-consulting industry, respectively. The FMCG field is characterized by rapidly 

changing tasks, which require firms to quickly adapt to or develop market trends. The auditing 

and consulting sector features stable tasks and the maintenance of standard ethical practices for 

a wide range of domestic and global clients. At the time of our study, both firms were leaders 

in their respective fields. According to their official websites and mass-media coverage, the two 

firms actively and extensively recruited individuals with diverse cultural backgrounds.   

BEAU hired multiculturals to develop products that would be hits on global markets. 

Multiculturals were also hired to develop creative ways to attract young, international talents 

(a function that was separate from HR). In contrast, multiculturals in AuditCo were not 

necessarily recruited because of their multiculturalism and KSAOs. However, multiculturals 

working on International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) were an exception to this rule, 

as their tasks required an ability to work cross-culturally among IASB (International 

Accounting Standards Board) member countries (France, the US, the UK, Germany, Japan, 

Hong Kong, Canada, Austria, and Argentina).  

Data Collection 

Our data-collection process followed standards of rigor for field studies (Gibbert & 

Ruigrok, 2010; Strauss & Corbin, 1998). The first author conducted ethnographic fieldwork as 

a non-participant observer at BEAU from January to December 2010 and at AuditCo from April 
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to December 2010. The ethnographic fieldwork procedure is described in Table 2. The goal 

was to get close to the daily work practices of multiculturals by examining how emergence-

enabling factors affected the outcomes of their work. The fieldwork produced multiple, 

overlapping sources of data for each firm (see Table 3). In line with the theoretical sampling of 

grounded theory, decisions about which data to collect next were primarily determined by the 

theory constructed from the previous day of fieldwork (Suddaby, 2006). 

- TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE -  

- TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE - 

The formal ethnographic interviews lasted from 60 minutes (team leaders/managers and 

human resource managers) to more than two hours (most multiculturals), with an average of 

100 minutes. The first author recorded and transcribed all interviews. The interviews were semi-

structured—a set of protocol questions (see Appendix 1, online supplement) was used in all 

interviews unless a new theme emerged (Spradley, 1979). Interviewees were actively 

encouraged to tell stories through the use of several activities, such as a cultural-identity 

exercise and an identity-crisis story (see Appendix 2, online supplement), and to expand on 

various life and work experiences. Prior to each interview, the interviewee was asked for a copy 

of his or her CV. The interviewees’ demographic characteristics are presented in Table 4. 

- TABLE 4 ABOUT HERE - 

The informal interviews, which were more spontaneous, included discussions with a wide 

range of managers and employees. The first author also observed team meetings, informal 

gatherings, and company events. More specifically, at BEAU, the first author observed 

brainstorming sessions, biweekly meetings, meetings with other departments, and welcome 

parties for newcomers. Observations also covered a range of team meetings, events, and 
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activities in the new product and international recruitment departments. Each team observation 

lasted from three hours to a full working day depending on the meeting topics (see details in 

Table 3). The first author also observed employees at various company events (e.g., diversity 

fora) and conferences, and in public places (e.g., the cafeteria, restaurants, and reception areas). 

At AuditCo, team meetings could not be observed due to confidentiality requirements. However, 

additional data were gathered through observations of employees’ activities in offices, the 

language-training office, and public places as well as during extracurricular activities (e.g., 

English Club). At AuditCo, the first author was invited to talks by the CEO and members of 

top management, and observed several of the company’s social events.  

The fieldwork served to capture how multiculturals used their KSAOs on a daily basis. 

After each day of fieldwork, the first author completed an observation journal and created a list 

of emerging themes. By the end of the fieldwork, more than 1,000 pages of transcribed 

interviews and 120 pages of handwritten text (field notes) had been accumulated.  

Analytical Approach  

We analyzed the data using a grounded theory approach (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; 

Eisenhardt, 1989; Sutton, 1991). The analytical process was highly iterative, and it involved 

several rounds of coding and frequent references to the literature as different themes emerged. 

Figure 1 depicts the three phases of analysis and provides indications of the types of codes, 

observations, and sub-conclusions that emerged from each phase.  

- FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE  - 

First, we inductively conducted a basic analysis with the purpose of understanding how 

multiculturals work. We looked for specific incidents, stories, and facts that would allow us to 

start making generalizations about multiculturals’ KSAOs and their use in different 
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organizational contexts. This phase was also important for understanding the nuances of the 

organizational contexts in BEAU and AuditCo.  

In the second phase, we observed the ongoing struggles that multiculturals faced when 

using their unique KSAOs as well as the tensions that emerged when multiculturals applied 

their KSAOs in different contexts. We used open coding (Strauss & Corbin 1998) to identify, 

name, categorize, and describe phenomena found in the data. We not only manually coded notes 

and interviews, but we also used NVivo 12, a qualitative data-analysis program. We searched 

for patterns in how multiculturals coped with challenges at work by making comparisons across 

organizational contexts. Our aims were to discern differences in possible contextual attributes 

that created complementarities with multiculturals’ KSAOs, and to examine how and why these 

complementarities led to different outcomes. Our analytical process in this round can be best 

described as abductive (Peirce, 1955; Dubois & Gadde, 2002; Van Mannen, Sorensen, & 

Mitchell, 2007), as it involved moving back and forth between the international HRM/ cross-

cultural literature and the data (always starting with data) as well as between the first author 

and the second author. We experienced a dialectical interplay (Yagi & Kleinberg, 2011) 

between “experience-distant” constructs, such as “firm contexts” for the second author, and 

“experience-near” constructs, such as the field researcher’s representations as a firm insider 

(Geertz, 1979).  

Through this process, first-order concepts, second-order themes, and aggregate 

dimensions emerged. We found interesting connections with research on the global mindset 

(e.g., Govindarajan & Gupta, 2001; Levy, Beechler, Taylor, & Boyacigiller, 2007), 

differentiated HR architecture (e.g., Becker & Huselid, 2006), language policy and practices 

(e.g., Barner-Rasmussen, Ehrnrooth, Kovenshikov, & Mäkelä, 2014; Peltokorpi & Vaara, 2012; 

Piekkari, Welch, & Welch, 2014), team diversity (e.g., Harrison & Klein, 2007; Jopshi & Roh, 
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2009; Stahl, Maznevski, Voight, & Jonsen, 2010), and multicultural team leadership (e.g., 

Lakshman, 2013; Fitzsimmons, Lee, & Brannen, 2013). Figure 2 offers an overview of the data 

structure and illustrates the relationships among first-order concepts, second-order themes, and 

aggregate dimensions (Gioia, Corley, & Hamilton, 2012).  

- FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE - 

Abduction led to next-level iteration with the theory, through which we sought insights 

into what characterized and triggered the differences in the use of multiculturals’ KSAOs as 

human capital resources (for performance parity) and as strategic human capital resources (for 

competitive advantage). We also looked for emergence-enabling factors in the transformation 

of multiculturals’ KSAOs into human capital resources and strategic human capital resources. 

We engaged in a second round of axial coding (Strauss & Corbin, 1998), which allowed us to 

combine inductive and deductive thinking with the aim of identifying relationships and 

organizing them into a basic theoretical framework. We revisited the strategic human capital 

literature to uncover potential differences in complementarities that the emergence-enabling 

factors create when interacting with multiculturals’ KSAOs, that consequently trigger their 

transformations into human capital resources and strategic human capital resources. We then 

returned to the data and engaged in selective coding, which allowed us to draw a conceptual 

line between emergence-enabling factors leading to performance parity and emergence-

enabling factors leading to competitive advantage.  

FINDINGS 

For consistency, we structure our findings around the three stages of analytical process 

identified in Figure 1. 

Phase I 
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We examined the similarities and differences between the two organizational settings (see 

Table 5). On the one hand, both firms recognized and used multiculturals’ KSAOs, although to 

different degrees. On the other hand, task origin, team nature, and work locations differed 

between the two firms. While teams in BEAU were permanent (e.g., organized around product 

development), multiculturals in AuditCo worked on different projects in various teams (usually 

three to four projects at the same time). The only exception was the IFRS team, as all countries 

using the IFRS accounting system were represented on that team. HRM practices also varied 

between the two firms, as did the extent to which multiculturals identified with the firm and 

with their profession.   

- TABLE 5 ABOUT HERE -  

From the data collected during the interviews, the cultural-identity exercise and the identity-

crisis story (both described in Appendix 2, online supplement), and from the CVs, we identified 

each interviewee’s multiculturalism. In addition, during the interviews, we noted interviewees’ 

behaviors, gestures, non-verbal communication, level of cultural knowledge, and language 

usage and fluency. Based on these interactions and the interviewees’ self-evaluations, we 

categorized the interviewees as multicultural or monocultural. The interviewees’ cultural 

profiles are presented in Table 6. 

- TABLE 6 ABOUT HERE - 

Our fieldwork confirmed that MNEs hired multiculturals for their unique KSAOs: 

cultural frame switching, cultural adaptability, culture-based creativity, cross-cultural 

communication skills, and cross-cultural attributional complexity. In both firms, the 

interviewees stressed that multiculturals were selected for particular positions because of these 

KSAOs. Multiculturals worked on local projects and in global functions, and they were 
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expected to generate new ideas, coordinate contributions from others, and encourage 

harmonious relationships across national borders. Multiculturals in both firms perceived similar 

challenges in their career development. 

Phase II 

We cluster our findings from this phase around the aggregate dimensions derived from 

the inductive analysis: (1) a global mindset, (2) a differentiated HR architecture, (3) language 

policy and practices, (4) team diversity, and (5) multicultural team leadership. The five 

aggregate dimensions are defined, and findings are summarized in Table 7.  

- TABLE 7 ABOUT HERE -  

Global mindset. In the context of this paper, global mindset is understood as a meta-

competence that facilitates the use of managerial competencies in the MNE and moves the 

organizational emphasis in strategic thinking toward operating a global business with openness. 

Global mindset that was present in BEAU served as enabling context for multiculturals’ KSAOs 

and utilized them for strategic developments on both global and local levels. This was not a 

case for AuditCo.  

Multiculturals at AuditCo used their KSAOs to implement the company’s key strategic 

decisions across different cultural contexts, manage the culturally diverse customer base, and 

create and develop networks across organizational and regional boundaries. Dave, a British-

French director at AuditCo, discussed his use of multiculturalism to meet customer expectations:  

I need to be creative in order to satisfy or exceed my clients’ expectations. … For example, reports for 
clients are very important. I use my multiculturalism when writing reports. For French clients, I use some 
of my British attributes. For my British clients, I use some of my French attributes. I am sure that the 
company and my partner know and appreciate my multicultural skills. (British-French director, AuditCo) 
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Although multiculturals’ KSAOs were in demand at AuditCo, their accessibility for unit-

relevant purposes was restricted in some instances by the hierarchical structure. For example, a 

Spanish-French partner at AuditCo noted:  

We are a global company. We want to develop our business to satisfy our clients and to acquire new global 
clients. My most important and valuable task is to coordinate all potential missions across countries. … I 
coordinate, work with, and communicate with various stakeholders, such as Spanish corporates and their 
subsidiaries in France, AuditCo Spain, and partners in AuditCo France. I would not consider myself an 
auditor but a global business developer, as I connect people across cultural, functional, and regional 
boundaries through networking and coordination. (Spanish-French partner, AuditCo) 

 

In contrast, Laura, a British-French senior auditor at AuditCo, expressed her discomfort 

with using her multicultural KSAOs:  

Our work is based on communicating with colleagues of different ranks and with culturally diverse clients. 
Communication skills are the number one qualification. Nevertheless, I am not comfortable using my 
multiculturalism. This business is very hierarchical, which means that people are not very flexible or “open 
minded.” I am afraid that others will see me as a multicultural rather than as French. Moreover, I do not 
feel good about the company using my multiculturalism. (British-French senior auditor, AuditCo) 

 

The same was true for multiculturals in more junior positions. For example, a Tunisian-

French intern who was about to be promoted to junior consultant said, “I do not think I use my 

multicultural skills. My work is so structured—I just do what my senior asks me to do.” Notably, 

multiculturals who were higher in AuditCo’s hierarchy had more autonomy and agency to use 

their KSAOs. Furthermore, top management’s lack of recognition and appreciation of 

multiculturals’ KSAOs at AuditCo discouraged multiculturals from using them.  

In contrast, in BEAU, even interns were widely appreciated for their multicultural KSAOs. 

A director introduced a Korean-British intern by stating, “She helps us a lot. As we are working 

on cosmetics for the Asian market, her knowledge about Korean beauty and her western 

perspectives on Asian women’s makeup are really useful.” The intern was born in Korea but 

moved to the UK at the age of two. As a teenager, she moved back to Korea, then went to 

France where she interned while attending a French business school. 
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Most of the multicultural project managers at BEAU were aware that they had been 

recruited for strategic positions and that they were expected to develop innovative products for 

the global market. A Spanish-Lebanese-French project manager described why he was hired:  

BEAU is already successful in the global market. We are the leader, but the competition is fierce. BEAU 
hired me for my multicultural competences, as the company needs multiculturals to develop new products 
for emerging markets. My job is in product development. (Spanish-Lebanese-French project manager, 
BEAU) 

 

As this project manager emphasized, BEAU’s executives used multiculturals to balance 

global integration with local responsiveness. He started with product development for Middle 

Eastern markets, as he was familiar with the cultures in that region (his mother was Lebanese, 

and he spoke fluent Arabic, Spanish, and French). He then gradually rolled those products into 

Europe (he had five years of marketing experience in Madrid).  

At BEAU, multiculturals were referred to as “international talents.” They were widely 

recognized for exhibiting the “BEAU DNA” of passion, excellence, and professionalism. One 

French director who had worked with multicultural project managers for more than five years 

emphasized their value:   

Multicultural project managers fuel product innovation, which is key for our success in the global market. 
Therefore, it is really important for BEAU to have multicultural project managers. They are a great resource 
for the company. (French director, BEAU) 

 

He then offered an example:  

We were in a meeting focused on a new shampoo for China. We were thinking about a new ingredient and 
we decided to use a Chinese medicine. However, … there is no English word for that medicine, not even a 
word in a European language. I immediately contacted a [Hong Kong-Canadian-Singaporean] employee. 
Although that employee was working on another product, she helped out with anything related to Chinese 
ingredients. If you want to sell a shampoo in China, you need someone like her. Fortunately, we have her. 
(French director, BEAU) 

 

Another regional director also emphasized how much she appreciated a new multicultural 

project manager:  
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The Polish-French project manager was raised in Poland. She described her life during and after the 
Communist regime in terms of how she evaluates and appreciates makeup. She told us that she still loves 
certain products because she used to get them on the black market. As our target consumers are about her 
age, everything she shares with us is valuable for our product development. … She is actually not only 
bringing us new knowledge but also providing us with a better understanding of consumers in the region, 
which greatly helps in our product development and marketing. (American-French regional director, BEAU) 

 

As this comment indicates, multiculturals not only transferred knowledge for product 

innovation but also educated their colleagues. Because of their embeddedness in more than one 

culture, multiculturals both performed better in local operations and had the skills needed to 

contribute to global success.  

Differentiated HR architecture. According to Becker and Huselid (2006), HR 

architecture should be differentiated across different strategic capabilities within the same firm, 

which leads the strategic value of differentiation rather than best practices and universalistic 

approaches to HR strategy. AuditCo did not have a designated HR strategy for its multiculturals. 

The selection process was informal and individual, and relied on networking rather than official 

job postings. At AuditCo, the most culturally diverse team was the IFRS team, for which the 

partners purposely selected members with diverse cultural backgrounds. However, the 

members were never encouraged to utilize their multicultural KSAOs to enhance their task 

performance. Moreover, they had similar educational and work experience. Therefore, instead 

of building on its cultural diversity, the team quickly began to act as a homogenous unit.  

In contrast, BEAU had an HR manager tasked with handling the career development of 

multiculturals. This HR manager was well aware of the value of multiculturals as well as the 

challenges they faced. For example, BEAU started recruiting multiculturals specifically for new 

product development (NPD) teams after realizing the limitations of using monoculturals to 

respond to global market trends. Its HR department developed key practices to attract 

multiculturals, including practices for recruitment and selection, development, and evaluation. 
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As a result, 40% of its NPD team members were multiculturals. The HR department continued 

pushing for an even better balance between monoculturals and multiculturals.  

BEAU recruited its multiculturals from three sources. Those who came from subsidiaries 

had at least five years of operational experiences in sales and marketing. After working at 

headquarters for two to three years, they could decide to continue working there, return to their 

local unit, or transfer to a different local unit. Some multiculturals were recruited from other 

global companies, usually competitors. The third group of multiculturals was composed of 

recent graduates of leading international business schools in Europe. These recruits took part 

in a 6- to 12-month training program. Only those who exhibited exceptional performance were 

hired as permanent employees. A Polish-German-French project manager who was promoted 

from a subsidiary to headquarters noted:  

Local subsidiary managers do not promote you and send you to headquarters right away. They only do so 
when they believe you have proven yourself and that you are a person in whom they want to invest. Sending 
an operational manager to headquarters is a significant investment. They also want to send the best to 
protect their country’s reputation. … This is kind of the behind-the-scenes story of how I came to 
headquarter. (Polish-German-French project manager, BEAU) 

In addition, BEAU’s HRM department introduced a program called “FIT,” which was 

designed to help multiculturals fit in with BEAU’s culture:  

The FIT program ensures that new multiculturals in NPD come into contact with different departments, 
such as R&D, manufacturing, marketing, and finance. They need to be familiar with people in these 
departments in order to do their jobs. When I was hired, I was never properly introduced to these people. I 
think this program helps integrate multiculturals. They feel welcome. In addition, each multicultural has a 
mentor outside the department with whom he or she works very closely. … Therefore, if an employee does 
not feel comfortable talking to his or her manager or close colleagues, then that employee can talk with the 
mentor. (Hong Kong-British-Canadian-French director, BEAU)  

In terms of performance, expectations for multiculturals were higher not only in terms 

of tasks (e.g., developing new products; solving problems; recruiting young, international 

talents) but also in terms of completing those tasks more efficiently. For instance, the 

multiculturals in NPD usually had only two years to move from conceptualizing a product to 

promoting that product in the target market. NPD involved many functions at the headquarters 
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level (e.g., R&D, international marketing, some aspects of outsourcing), the regional level (e.g., 

supply chains and factories), and the local level (e.g., local operations, other aspects of 

outsourcing). Even multiculturals with high KSAOs faced numerous challenges. The 

interviewees acknowledged the usefulness of the FIT program for tackling these challenges. 

FIT supported multiculturals, especially when they were new to the workplace. It also helped 

them adapt to working quickly under the pressure of high expectations.  

BEAU faced another challenge related to the management of multiculturals. Although 

almost half of the company’s project managers were multiculturals, the majority of their 

superiors were monoculturals. Some multiculturals found it difficult to adapt to the differences 

in working styles and feedback routines. One HR manager noted:  

We really want our multicultural project managers to bring value to BEAU and they do. However, to 
maximize this advantage, our monocultural managers need to change the way they manage multicultural 
project managers. ... Monocultural managers are aware of the value of multicultural project managers, but 
they find it difficult to manage multiculturals because it takes more time and energy. (HR manager, BEAU) 

Therefore, the HR department decided to develop a training program to help monocultural 

managers understand and better manage multiculturals. However, according to the HR manager, 

“it is not an easy task—this training project is our biggest challenge at the moment.”  

For monocultural managers, managing the multicultural workforce took more time and 

energy because most of the multiculturals were newcomers. Many of them did not initially 

speak fluent French and they were unaware of the typical French working style. Many 

multicultural project managers felt it was unfair that they had to adapt, but their monocultural 

supervisors did not feel the same way. An American-French regional director who used to work 

for BEAU in New York was shocked when she moved to BEAU’s Paris office: “My surprise 

was not about the differences between France and the US but about the differences between 

BEAU Paris and BEAU New York.” This suggests that multiculturals may need social and 
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emotional support from coworkers and superiors. Numerous multiculturals at BEAU were 

disappointed in this regard.  

HR also had to manage the performance-related expectations of monocultural supervisors. 

For example, one supervisor asked an HR manager: “When are they [the multiculturals] going 

to produce? I thought six months would be enough time.” The HR manager had to explain that 

six months might not be enough time, even for multiculturals fluent in the host country’s 

language. The HR manager also described the concepts of cultural novelty and cultural distance, 

and explained that expecting top performance after only six months would put multiculturals 

under excessive pressure, limit their motivation and, as a result, negatively affect their 

performance.  

BEAU’s HR unit coordinated the multiculturals in NPD, international marketing, and 

international recruitment (a function separate from the HRM department). An HR manager 

explained this: 

Multiculturals mainly work in three departments: NPD, international marketing, and international 
recruitment. International departments work very closely with NPD. They support NPD by, for instance, 
developing strategies for product launches, handling market research, and managing local operations. The 
ideal career track for multiculturals is to work in the international marketing department for two to three 
years and then be promoted to NPD. Our international recruitment department focuses on recruiting young 
global talents through various global campaigns. (HR manager, BEAU) 

 

In sum, BEAU created a differentiated HR architecture to enable the strategic value of 

multiculturals, which was different from AuditCo that applied a universalistic, one-size-fits-all 

approache to HRM.  

Language policy and practices. Following Peltokorpi and Vaara (2012), in this paper we 

differentiate between language policy and language practices. While the former refers the rules 

and regulations that govern language use in MNEs, the latter presents the concrete means 

through which language policy is enacted in MNEs.  
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Although multiculturals in both firms spoke at least two languages, they had to deal with 

language-related challenges to differing degrees. In both firms, French was the official language. 

Most of the multiculturals at AuditCo spoke French and English, and some spoke other 

languages (e.g., Portuguese, Spanish, Japanese, Korean, Russian, Arabic, Hindi, Dutch). 

Although the company’s official language was French, all accounting software was in English. 

Thus, French monoculturals needed to understand English. In fact, AuditCo employed an 

English instructor to help monoculturals improve their English skills. The company also had a 

language lab with a bilingual (English-French) assistant available to help monocultural and 

multicultural managers prepare for English tests, such as TOEFL, TOEIC, and the GMAT. A 

Portuguese-French junior consultant at AuditCo explained the situation: “Seventy percent of 

the work is done in English. Although I work with French colleagues, I do not have any problem 

communicating with them.” A similar situation was evident in AuditCo’s IFRS team. A 

Canadian-French director on that team noted that “English is not the only language spoken in 

our team, as members come from nine different countries.”  

In contrast, most multiculturals in BEAU spoke at least three languages, although not 

all of them spoke fluent French. While some teams with multiculturals held meetings in English, 

this was mainly an exception to the rule. A Hong Kong-British-Canadian-French director at 

BEAU who spoke Mandarin, Cantonese, English, and French explained why language could 

be a barrier to interpersonal relationships: 

I think language is definitely a barrier in the NPD area for most multiculturals who do not speak fluent 
French. There are many team meetings during which we share important ideas and decide among several 
options. Unfortunately, all team meetings are in French. I am lucky that I speak French (I lived in France 
for two years), but it is difficult for me to follow all of the discussions. I feel lost when people speak quickly 
or make jokes. … Those are the moments when you feel you are not integrated and that you are not part of 
the circle. (Hong Kong-British-Canadian-French director, BEAU) 

An Indian-British manager highlighted a similar challenge: 
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When I was hired, I was told that my inability to speak French was not a problem. However, the reality is 
harsh. They start team meetings in English but they quickly change to French. Learning a language takes 
time—one to two years, at least. However, in terms of our work schedule, we only have 18 months or 2 
years to develop a product. I am quite frustrated.  

She continued: 

BEAU is a very international company, but all of the communication in the international teams and the 
offices is in French. It continues to be that way. I tried to make the following point to the company: “If we 
want to be truly international, then we have to make English the language of communication in the 
international teams.” However, that is not the case. The directors said, “Then we have to say that we are 
‘internationally French’.” (Indian-British project manager, BEAU) 

This employee was highly competent in terms of work experience and educational 

background. Her project focused on developing hair products for the Indian market, and most 

of time she worked with team members and local employees in English and Hindi. However, 

she struggled during team meetings because most employees preferred to use French.  

A Spanish-British project manager who joined BEAU six months before being 

interviewed for this study confirmed this view: “The language barrier becomes a 

communication barrier. That is what stresses me the most.” The multiculturals at BEAU who 

did not speak French struggled during regular team meetings, especially in meetings involving 

members of top management who made decisions and decided on promotions. In addition, other 

departments working closely with NPD mainly operated in French. For example, the R&D 

department was made up of French monoculturals who spoke only French. Even though BEAU 

tried to use English in the departments in which most foreigners worked, the language used in 

team meetings depended on the team leaders’ preferences. Caroline, a Hong Kong-Canadian-

Singaporean project manager who was not fluent in French, said, “I have no problems during 

the team meetings. My bosses and colleagues have kindly agreed to speak English when I am 

in a meeting. However, I still have problems with the fact that some functions only speak 

French.” BEAU could not change its official language from French to English because many 
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employees did not speak English. Hence, there was an invisible and unspoken requirement to 

speak French.  

Team diversity. Teams at AuditCo were less diverse in terms of multicultural identities 

than those at BEAU. Nevertheless, multiculturals at AuditCo showed the same preferences (e.g., 

working with multicultural members) and behaviors (e.g., using KSAOs) as their BEAU 

counterparts. A Korean-French junior consultant noted:  

When I came for the interview, the interviewing partner told me that he wanted open-minded people. By 
“open minded,” he meant welcoming of people of any origin with any geographical and educational 
background. He wanted diversity and, at the same time, a certain balance in human interactions so that we 
would have a pretty good understanding of each other. The team atmosphere is good—it is interesting 
because we feel like friends or equals, and we do not have many relational problems. We meet after work, 
which is unusual here in France, where people keep their public and private lives separate. (Korean-French 
junior consultant, AuditCo) 

The partner mentioned by this Korean-French consultant was a French-Moroccan 

multicultural who understood French customs. He selected his multicultural team members 

with the aim of improving the team’s business performance with diverse clients. An Indian-

French junior consultant on this team interpreted the consultant’s view on diversity in relation 

to the team’s cohesion, saying “we try to get together. … I think this makes us a pretty good 

team and we interact well as we multiculturals are curious about and open to different cultures.” 

The team was composed of the French-Moroccan partner, a French senior consultant, the 

Korean-French junior consultant, an Indian-French junior consultant (about to be promoted to 

consultant), and a Tunisian-French intern (about to be promoted to junior consultant). The 

partner’s management of this high degree of variety helped interactions among team members, 

the sharing of information and best practices, and learning from such interactions. As such, it 

increased the team’s overall stock of KSAOs, thereby benefitting clients with diverse cultural 

backgrounds.   
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BEAU’s teams were highly heterogeneous at both the team and individual levels. Team 

members’ backgrounds were diverse in terms of cultural identities (e.g., Spanish-Lebanese-

French, Hong Kong-Canadian-Singaporean), education, and social status, but they all had 

similar backgrounds in the same industry. In addition, multiculturals engaged in several teams 

at the same time. Those teams included not only headquarters’ personnel but also locals and 

representatives of outsourcing partners. Given this level of diversity, the presence of 

multiculturals reduced the challenges associated with cross-cultural teamwork (e.g., conflicts, 

miscommunication, and tensions) and increased the advantages (e.g., creative idea and solution 

generation). Thus, despite the heterogeneity among individuals and within teams (e.g., 

multicultural members and monocultural members), we found few conflicts as well as better 

communication and collaboration.  

At BEAU, one NPD team was composed of a Hong Kong-British-Canadian-French 

director, a Dutch-Chinese project manager, a Taiwanese-French project manager, and a 

Korean-British intern. The project managers were in charge of different products for the same 

product lines and regions (e.g., makeup for the East Asian market). They worked with a senior 

director who had extensive experiences as a project manager. The project managers used the 

same office, so they often shared information, ideas, and updates on their progress.  

Interestingly, most multiculturals tended to prefer working with other multiculturals. A 

Taiwanese-French project manager at BEAU noted:  

There is a strong bond among multiculturals, even among those from different cultural backgrounds. … 
We understand each other as multiculturals as well as the skills and abilities we have. This naturally 
decreases conflicts and miscommunication. We all share a common denominator despite our different 
cultural identities. We try to help each other by exchanging feedback from different cultural perspectives 
rather than spending our time and energy on peripheral issues like cultural misunderstandings. … We often 
work faster than teams in which the majority of the members are from one or two cultures. (Taiwanese-
French project manager, BEAU) 
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The multiculturals were empathetic towards each other, as they knew how difficult the 

acculturation process was (often taking a lifetime). This understanding enhanced team 

performance, as it reduced cross-cultural conflicts while increasing collaboration and 

communication. 

At BEAU, each multicultural project manager was in charge of the entire NPD process 

for certain products. This meant that they needed to manage inter-organizational relationships 

between locals and headquarters functions (e.g., marketing, R&D, and communication) as well 

as relationships with stakeholders, including outsourcing partners, local governments, strategic 

partners, customers, and suppliers. Effective management of this complex NPD network was 

critical for product success. A Hong Kong-British-Canadian-French director discussed this 

aspect in relation to a promotion campaign: 

I lead the production of TV commercials with a French PR team, a local Chinese team, a Chinese PR agency, 
and a Korean makeup team. In the beginning, there was no respect for me as a project leader. However, I 
had to make all of these actors collaborate by bridging their differences in terms of their perspectives on 
beauty, work values, and attitudes. … I tried to adapt and support these teams as much as I could. It was 
not an easy job, as it required constant adaptations in order to understand and respect the team members. 
Now I have worked with them three times. Their attitudes have changed enormously. I am finally getting 
some respect. (Hong Kong-British-Canadian-French director, BEAU) 

Indeed, leading a TV commercial campaign with such a wide range of functions 

and participants from different countries and cultures was not an easy task. If it failed, the 

costs could be unbearable. This director indicated that she had to work hard, culturally 

and emotionally, to effectively manage collaborators and succeed. She emphasized the 

role of her multiculturalism in this success, especially her ability to speak Chinese with 

Chinese collaborators, French with the French PR team, and English with the Korean 

team (the team leader spoke English). She continuously utilized the team’s diversity to 

achieve the project’s goals, and she synthesized all of the collaborators’ ideas and 

knowledge. For example, her knowledge of views on beauty in China helped the French 
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camera crew find the best pose for a Chinese actress in the commercial, even though the 

director had no technical knowledge about staging in film production.  

Multicultural team leadership. The multiculturals in both firms preferred working with 

leaders who were either multiculturals or had extensive multicultural experience. However, this 

preference seemed to be more prominent at AuditCo, where the partner’s leadership was the 

most important factor influencing teamwork. A South African-French-Argentinian senior 

auditor on the IFRS team noted:  

A multicultural manager is better for multicultural teams. Our manager is French but she worked in the US 
for three years and in the UK for four years. In my view, she has retained her French identity. For example, 
she cuts other people off in mid-sentence, which is common among the French. However, she also shows 
her non-French, Anglo-Saxon side, and she is open to the way things are done outside of France. Most 
importantly, she understands how things should be done with respect to locals, which makes her different 
from my monocultural French colleagues. Our manager’s attitude greatly influences our team’s work, 
which mainly involves comparing auditing practices in nine different countries in order to devise a single 
principle that can apply to all nine. (South African-French-Argentinian senior auditor, AuditCo) 

In BEAU, multiculturals were present on all hierarchical levels. Most members of the top 

management team had extensive overseas work experience (at least 15 years). Our respondents 

stressed the existence of a “perfect fit” between multicultural leaders and the multicultural team. 

According to them, multicultural leaders not only understood the value of the team’s cultural 

variety but also continuously facilitated a team spirit and a collaborative culture. An American-

French director described how she managed her team using her multiculturalism:  

My team has a Polish member, a French-Thai member, a German-French member, and a French member, 
and I am American-French. I used to work in New York, which greatly influences my management style. 
For example, every decision is made in team meetings. Roles are clearly defined. We have a regular meeting 
schedule. We did a team-building exercise in the form of a survival exercise and I have added some other 
team activities. As Europeans like soccer, I suggested that our team watch the World Cup together. I have 
also asked members to bring food back from their home countries whenever they go home. These steps 
really help my team. It may not sound like something special to people in the US, but I am an unusual 
manager here. It works well on my team. (American-French regional director, BEAU) 

Phase III 

In this phase, we related the emergence-enabling factors identified in phase II to the unit-

level outcomes and created two distinct categories: factors triggering the transformation of 
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multiculturals’ KSAOs into human capital resources (contributing to performance parity) and 

factors enabling the transformation multiculturals’ KSAOs into strategic human capital 

resources (relevant for building a sustained competitive advantage).  

First, we again returned to the theoretical distinction between human capital resources 

and strategic human capital resources introduced by Ployhart et al. (2014). As we explained 

earlier, while both are based on individual KSAOs and dependent on complementarities 

between KSAOs and contextual attributes, the nature and outcomes of such complementarities 

differ. We then revisited our data and engaged in selective coding focusing on the effects of 

complementarities. We observed that when multiculturals explained how their KSAOs were 

enabled by factors like multicultural team leadership and team diversity, they often referred to 

outcomes that decreased the MNE’s costs of human capital (Chadwick, 2017). On the other 

hand, a global mindset and a differentiated HR architecture were the contextual attributes that 

created complementarities with multiculturals’ KSAOs and thereby provided MNEs with 

opportunities to increase the value of their human capital in use (Chadwick, 2017). We illustrate 

our findings in Figure 3 that visualizes the outcomes of transformation of multiculturals’ 

KSAOs under the influence of emergence-enabling factors (aggregate dimensions from phase 

II).  

- FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE - 

We identified team diversity and multicultural team leadership as emergence-enabling 

factors that facilitated the transformation of individual KSAOs into human capital resources 

and their use for achieving performance parity. Our ethnographic observations indicated that 

multicultural leaders in highly diverse teams viewed the cultural meaning systems of team 

members (i.e., norms, values, and beliefs) as tools that they could use in different situations. In 
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some instances, the diverse cultural meaning systems were in conflict with the work 

environment, and team members found it difficult to accept and adapt to local or host-culture 

meaning systems (e.g., the burden of hierarchy in AuditCo). In such situations, multicultural 

team leaders expected their multicultural team members to switch their behaviors in response 

to situational cues (Benet-Martinez & Haritos, 2005; Hong et al., 2000; LaFromboise et al., 

1993), even when multiculturals perceived that, for example, their values conflicted with local 

practices. This was possible because highly diverse multicultural teams dynamically adjust their 

understanding of complex situations (e.g., environment or task). These adjustments are made 

by multicultural team members while dealing with complexities caused by the dynamics of the 

MNE’s business context (“team situation models” in Rico et al., 2008). In addition, 

multicultural team leadership fostered group cohesion and made members feel more accepted 

by their teams. This, in turn, created a team-enabling context in which multicultural team 

members felt free to mobilize all behavioral processes, cognitive mechanisms, and affective 

psychological states to respond to task demands.  

When linking our findings with the insights derived from the literature review, we found 

that the complementarities created by the interactions among multiculturals’ KSAOs, team 

diversity, and multicultural team leadership resulted in improved problem solving 

(Fitzsimmons, Miska, & Stahl, 2011; Fitzsimmons et al., 2017; Hong, 2010; Hong & Doz, 2013; 

Kane & Levina, 2017; Lakshman, 2013; Lücke et al., 2014; Tadmor, Galinsky, & Maddux, 

2012; Yagi & Kleinberg, 2011). They also made it possible to overcome coordination and 

communication challenges in global teams (Fitzsimmons et al., 2011, 2017; Hong, 2010; Hong 

& Doz, 2013; Kane & Levina, 2017), bridge cultural gaps (Fitzsimmons et al., 2017; Hong, 

2010; Hong & Doz, 2013; Kane & Levina, 2017; Lücke et al., 2014; Yagi & Kleinberg, 2011), 

and bring in cultural knowledge about various markets (Fitzsimmons et al., 2017; Hong, 2010; 
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Hong & Doz, 2013; Kane & Levina, 2017; Lücke et al., 2014). These outcomes were 

predominately centered around an efficiency-seeking perspective in terms of reducing the costs 

of “being a multinational” and increasing the value appropriated from human capital (Chadwick, 

2017).  

A different set of emergence-enabling factors was responsible for the second important 

process—the use of multiculturals’ KSAOs as strategic human capital resources. As literature 

explains, a global mindset as a strategic capability moves the organizational emphasis in 

strategic thinking toward operating a global business with openness. Our interview data showed 

that the unit-level economic purposes achieved through this transformation included 

improvements in knowledge transfers between headquarters and subsidiaries (Hong 2010; Kane 

& Levina, 2017), the development of new global products (Hong & Doz, 2013), and the 

spanning of organizational boundaries to support innovation (Barner-Rasmussen et al., 2014; 

Yagi & Kleinberg, 2011). In addition, through its differentiated HR architecture, BEAU was 

clearly focused on gathering the capabilities needed for creating a competitive advantage. As 

such, the focus was on moving multiculturals and their ideas from hierarchies into strategic 

positions and on moving from short-term performance advantages to more sustainable 

competitive advantages. By establishing a differentiated HR architecture around multiculturals’ 

KSAOs, BEAU put considerable emphasis on the strategic value of differentiation rather than 

best practices and one-size-fits all, universal approaches to managing people. As Huselid and 

Becker (2011: 426) explain, the goal was to treat everyone equitably rather than equally: “What 

is now important is not the average level of HR quality in a firm but, rather, the purposeful 

variance across jobs and strategic capabilities.”  

The fifth aggregate dimension—language policy and practices—was more multifaceted. 

Language policy refers to the rules and regulations related to a common language used in MNEs. 
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Language practices, in turn, are the concrete means through which a language policy is enacted 

in MNEs (Peltokorpi & Vaara, 2012:809). The presence of a common frame of reference solves 

collaboration and communication problems, and improves interpersonal relationships by 

making everyone equal. On the other hand, language pluralism and the acceptance of multiple 

of languages were necessary in order to reap the benefits of cultural diversity. The data indicated 

that a common language policy was clearly needed for the composition and compilation of 

individual KSAOs into unit-level human capital resources. The existence of a common 

language practice in AuditCo helped the company use multiculturals’ KSAOs to solve everyday 

problems in communication and coordination. On the other hand, establishing a single language 

policy at BEAU would have been detrimental, as it would have crowded out other effects 

related to promoting diversity. Even with selective coding, it was difficult to assign this 

dimension to either of the groups of emergence-enabling factors. Clearly, language plays an 

essential role in MNE operations as both an artifact of culture and as a vehicle through which 

strategic ideas are articulated and discussed.  

DISCUSSION 

Our study explored the emergence-enabling factors that trigger the transformation of 

multiculturals’ KSAOs into human capital resources relevant for performance parity and 

strategic human capital resources relevant for competitive advantage (see Figure 3). Building 

on the literature review, we identified several KSAOs that are relevant for MNEs’ operations: 

cultural frame switching, cultural adaptability, culture-based creativity, cross-cultural 

communication skills, and cross-cultural attributional complexity. We examined the use of 

these KSAOs in MNEs using an in-depth, comparative ethnographic field study of a fast-

moving consumer goods company and an auditing and business-consulting company. Using a 

grounded theory approach and a highly iterative analytical approach, we identified five 
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emergence-enabling factors: a global mindset, a differentiated HR architecture, language policy 

and practices, team diversity, and multicultural team leadership. We suggested that team 

diversity and multicultural team leadership are emergence-enabling factors that trigger the 

transformation of multicultural KSAOs into unit-level human capital resources relevant for 

performance parity, while a global mindset and differentiated HR architecture are emergence-

enabling factors that enable the transformation of KSAOs into unit-level strategic human capital 

resources that are relevant for competitive advantage. Moreover, we found that the language 

policy and practices were relevant for both processes.  

Contributions to the extant literature 

These findings have important implications for IB research on multiculturalism and 

human capital. We offer insights into how unique MNE contexts shape multiculturals’ 

individual KSAOs and make them pertinent for developing competitive advantages. The extant 

literature suggests that multiculturals have unique capacities that are highly relevant for global 

workplaces. As such, they can serve as culture straddlers and, thereby, enhance organizational 

effectiveness in such areas as cross-cultural management and innovation (Fitzsimmons et al., 

2017; Hong, 2010; Hong & Doz, 2013). Multiculturals contribute to organizations by acting as 

boundary spanners (Au & Fukuda, 2002; Barner-Rasmussen et al., 2014; Kane & Lavina, 2016; 

Yagi & Kleinberg, 2011), and by serving as members of multicultural or global teams (Hong, 

2010), and global leaders (Lakshman, 2013; Lee, Masuda, Fu, & Reiche, 2018). However, 

competitive advantages cannot be derived from simply employing multiculturals. Instead, the 

development of comparative advantages requires deliberate actions focused on increasing the 

value in use of multiculturals’ human capital. The organizational context of MNEs may offer a 

unique advantage in this regard (Kostova & Roth, 2003), as it contains specific attributes 

needed to enable transformation of multiculturals’ KSAOs into strategic human capital 
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resources. Accordingly, we encourage future research on multiculturals and MNE human 

resources in general to shift its focus from individual KSAOs towards the intersections between 

KSAOs and firm attributes. Based on our study, we could argue: what matters for an MNE’s 

competitive advantage is not the employment of multiculturals per se but rather the MNE’s 

ability to transform multiculturals’ KSAOs into strategic human capital resources by creating 

complementarities between KSAOs and emergence-enabling factors. 

The emergence-enabling factors identified in our ethnographic studies extend the 

multiculturalism research undertaken by cross-cultural psychologists in laboratory 

experiments. Our study also bridges international human resource management literature and 

strategic human capital research—a step previously identified as highly desirable for 

theoretical development in IB (Andersson, Brewster, Minbaeva, Narula, & Wood, 2019). 

Most of the extant research on human capital in MNEs deals with reducing the costs 

associated with multicultural employees (“value capture logic”; Chadwick, 2017). In contrast, 

our study explores the emergence-enabling factors that “drive up the value that human capital 

creates” (“value-creation logic”; Chadwick, 2017: 502) or increase the value of human capital 

in use (i.e., value creation through the employment of multiculturals).  

Our study also contributes to more general debates about firm-specific human capital 

(Lazear, 2009). It confirms the expectation found in the strategic human capital literature that 

the organizational context amplifies human capital’s capacity to create synergistic effects 

(Nyberg & Moliterno, 2019). By unpacking the role of multiculturals in the forming the 

competitive advantage of MNEs, we invite additional research that examines factors that 

enable MNE human capital to become strategic resources, valuable for competitive 

advantage. Such emergence-enabling factors are malleable within the MNE context, but they 

may be difficult for domestic firms to obtain or imitate.  Hence, the competitive advantage of 
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MNEs (compared to domestic firms) may lie in their ability to create complementarities 

between individual characteristics of MNE human capital and the emergence-enabling 

factors, unique to MNE contexts.  

Future research should further operationalize the factors identified here. Given the 

potentially hierarchical nature of KSAOs (see discussion in Limitations), detailed theorization 

is needed with regard to potential interaction effects between multiculturals’ KSAOs and 

emergence-enabling factors. The list of emergence-enabling factors identified through our 

exploratory study may be incomplete, and needs to be cross-checked and re-examined in light 

of the nature of emergence-enabling states the factors generate (e.g., affective, cognitive, 

behavioral states in Ployhart & Moliterno, 2011). Further, given the multi-level nature of the 

emergence process, multi-level theorization is needed to unfold and examine the implied 

complementarities and embedded complexities. This stream of research would benefit from 

the purposeful introduction of individual heterogeneity into the research model and the active 

use of the immediate context’s heterogeneity as a source for theorizing (Minbaeva, 2016). In 

addition, recent multiculturalism research has identified a typology of multiculturalism 

(Fitzsimmons, 2013; Lücke et al., 2014), and tested relationships between multicultural 

identity patterns and personal, social, and task outcomes (Fitzsimmons et al., 2017). We also 

believe that the emergence-enabling factors presented here may have important conceptual 

connections with firm-level CQ (managerial CQ, competitive CQ, and structural CQ; or 

organizational CQ-process capability, position capability, and path capability; Ang & Inkpen, 

2008; Moon, 2010). The incorporation of these developments into theorizing around 

multiculturals as strategic human capital resources represents another fruitful avenue for 

future research. In terms of the preferred research methods, more process research and case 
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studies are needed to enhance our understanding of the emergence-enabling factors before we 

can engage in longitudinal empirical investigations.  

Implications for managerial practice 

Our framework of emergence-enabling factors can guide practitioners wishing to more 

effectively manage a multicultural workforce. Despite the increasingly multicultural 

workforces seen in MNEs and the importance of multicultural employees for organizations, 

practitioners know little about how to manage them. We stress the importance of establishing 

a differentiated HR architecture for multiculturals. For many MNEs, this might require new 

ways of thinking about employee management, as most HR practices are designed to treat 

everyone equally (instead of equitably; Becker, Huselid, & Beaty, 2009). We argue that in order 

to ensure that multiculturals’ KSAOs are amplified and lead to competitive advantages, MNEs 

should establish explicit HR practices for the multicultural workforce that differ from their core 

HR architecture.  

The presence of a global mindset—“the capacity to develop and interpret criteria for 

personal and business performance that are independent of the assumptions of a single 

context” (Lane, Maznevski, DiStefano, & Dietz, 2009: 14)—is another emergence-enabling 

factor on which MNEs can focus. However, this may be more challenging, as the concept 

simultaneously encompasses complexity and diversity (Lane, Maznevski, Mendenhall, & 

McNett, 2004; Lane & Maznevski, 2014). This is clearly an area for future collaborative 

research between academia and practice that could yield interesting insights into the global 

mindset as a strategic capability relevant for managing multiculturals. 

Our findings identify numerous team-level processes that act as enablers for 

multiculturals’ KSAOs. These processes relate to team dynamics and to the multicultural 
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qualities of leaders. The implications echo those found in global talent management research. 

More specifically, to ensure the positive impact of multiculturals, MNEs need to develop their 

immediate leaders. We also believe that high team diversity (variety) and the quality of the 

immediate leaders are the most decisive emergence-enabling factors for the retention of 

multiculturals.    

Language policies, which are the final block in our framework, may initially appear to 

be relatively straightforward. However, many MNEs find themselves at a disadvantage in this 

regard. These MNEs need to make their language policies flexible and responsive to the needs 

of the global market. Our respondents did not express a preference for English as such. 

Instead, they stressed the importance of explicitly supporting multilingualism as a 

fundamental part of daily operations.  

Limitations  

Our study is based exclusively on qualitative methods, as these methods enable us to gain 

valuable insights by considering how an individual’s knowledge of, identification with, and 

internalization of various cultures can lead to different outcomes for that individual and the 

organization. We encourage researchers to further operationalize our framework by developing 

testable hypotheses that link multiculturals’ KSAOs to their use as strategic human capital 

resources to gain a competitive advantage. Future empirical research should be aware of 

potential overall between different KSAOs. In our review, we tried to disentangle the five 

KSAOs of multiculturals as much as possible. However, some overlap may still remain given 

the general messiness of the multiculturalism literature induced by the varying disciplinary 

origins (Leung, Ang, & Tan, 2014). Furthermore, although we pointed out that the structure of 

multiculturals’ KSAOs is hierarchical in nature, our data did not indicate whether some KSAOs 
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are more pertinent for transformation into human capital resources relevant for performance 

parity while others are more important for transformation into strategic human capital resources 

relevant for competitive advantage. Also, as our focus was on the transformation from the 

individual level to the unit level, we accepted a simplification in that we treated individual 

human capital as equal to individual KSAOs. Our data did not allow us to explore the processes 

of composition and compilation (Nyberg et al., 2018) in detail. Finally, as we discussed earlier, 

we expected to observe synergies and complementarities among KSAOs, but our data didn’t 

reveal any. A different research method (e.g., a large-N, longitudinal study) may unveil these 

relationships.  

Moreover, in our empirical design, we have focused on multiculturals working in 

headquarter operations in two European firms. As evident in our comparison in phase I, these 

two firms differed in terms of their business models and modus operandi. BEAU was driven 

by innovation, creativity, and lateral coordination, while AuditCo was about compliance, 

efficiency, and rigid structures. We decided to proceed with two companies because they 

were willing to grant us the access needed for data collection. Also, our ethnographic studies 

represent only two industries—fast-moving consumer goods, and auditing and business 

consulting. Although we believe that our findings are relevant for all industries, there may be 

some differences in terms of the degree of industry globalization. Future empirical research 

should account for this potential variance.  

In addition, both firms on our study were headquartered in France. We do not assume 

that our findings are generalizable across other contexts. However, we do not expect 

significant variability in the nature of the emergence-enabling factors with the possible 

exception of their relative importance. Yet, in line with Minbaeva, Rabbiosi and Stahl (2018), 

one may expect some emergence-enabling factors to be more pronounced in environments in 
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which a given factor fits well with national cultural values. Clearly, cross-country 

investigations are needed to examine the cross-cultural applicability of the suggested 

framework. Finally, we expect organizational power dynamics (including headquarters-

subsidiary relationships) to play a key role in the management of multiculturals in MNEs 

(Vora et al., 2019) as well as whether their KSAOs are used for value creation.  In sum, 

additional research is necessary to assess the generalizability of our results. 

CONCLUSION 

Despite the importance of multicultural workforces in MNEs, little research has examined 

how emergence-enabling factors affect the role of these workforces as strategic human capital 

resources. The goal of this paper was to identify emergence-enabling factors and develop an 

agenda for future research by means of a comparative ethnographic study. Despite its 

limitations (i.e., exploratory research, two sites, specific industries, a single country), we 

believe that this study is timely given numerous MNEs’ strategic moves into emerging 

markets, growing pressures for local adaptation, and the increasing dispersion of required 

competencies, all of which mean that MNEs will see increasing numbers of multiculturals in 

their workforces. However, only those MNEs that create conditions for multiculturals to 

become strategic human capital resources will achieve global competitive advantages.  
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FIGURE 2. OVERVIEW OF DATA STRUCTURE 
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FIGURE 3. PHASE III: SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
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TABLE 1. MULTICULTURALS’ KSAOS 
 

 

Multiculturals’ 
KSAOs 

 

 

Illustrative studies 

 

Definitions, Antecedents, Consequences 

 

Applications/Consequences for 
MNEs 

 

Cultural frame  

switching (CFS) 

Benet-Martinez & Haritatos (2005); Benet-
Martinez, Lee, & Leu (2006); Hong, 
Morris, Chiu, & Benet-Martinez (2000); 
Hong (2010); 

Hong & Doz (2013); LaFromboise, 
Coleman, & Gerton (1993); Rashid (1984); 
Tadmor & Tetlock (2006); Tadmor, Tetlock, 
& Peng (2009); Thomas et al. (2008); Yagi 
& Kleinberg (2011); Vora et al. (2019) 

Definition: CFS is multiculturals’ ability to switch 
between cultures. It is a dynamic link between cultural 
knowledge and the ability to adapt and communicate.  

Antecedent: In order to facilitate CFS, deep cultural 
knowledge (general and specific) and cognitive processing 
are essential. 

Consequence: Multiculturals play multiple cultural role 
repertoires by responding cultural/situational cues in a 
cross-cultural context. 

Multiculturals’ CFS contributes to  

• Knowledge transfer 
• Boundary spanning 
• Cross cultural collaboration  

Cultural  

adaptability  

Benet-Martinez & Haritatos (2005); Benet-
Martinez, Lee, & Leu (2006); Friedman & 
Liu (2009); Hong, Morris, Chiu, & Benet-
Martinez (2000); Hong (2010); Hong & 
Doz (2013); LaFromboise, Coleman, & 
Gerton (1993); Nguyen & Benet-Martinez 
(2007); Padilla (2006); Tadmor & Tetlock 
(2006); Tadmor, Tetlock, & Peng (2009); 
Thomas et al. (2008); Thomas, Brannen, & 
Garcia (2010); Yagi & Kleinberg (2011); 
Vora et al. (2019) 

Definition: Cultural adaptability refers to one’s ability to 
appreciate and detect culture-specific aspects of social 
behavior.  

Antecedent: It requires a high level of culture-specific 
/general knowledge.  

Consequence: Multiculturals regulate and produce 
culturally appropriate verbal and nonverbal behavior in 
cross-cultural contexts (Earley & Ang, 2003; LaFromboise 
et al., 1993). (adapted from Hong 2010) 

Multiculturals’ cultural adaptability 
contributes to  

• Global leadership 
• Cross-cultural conflict resolution 
• Multicultural team effectiveness  

 

Culture-based  

creativity  

Cheng, Sanchez-Burks, & Lee (2008 a, b); 
Godart, Maddux, Sphilow, & Galinsky 
(2015); Leung & Chiu (2010); Leung, 

Definition: Creativity is defined as the production of ideas 
that are novel and useful (Amabile, 1993). Culture-based 
creativity refers multiculturals’ creativity based on their 

Multiculturals’ creativity contributes to  

• New product/project development 
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Maddux, Galinsky, & Chiu (2008); 
Maddux (2011); Maddux, Adam, & 
Galinsky (2010); Maddux & Galinsky 
(2009); Tadmor, Tetlock, & Peng (2009); 
Tadmor, Satterstrom, Jang, & Polizer 
(2012); Vora et al. (2019) 

extensive multicultural experiences in depth and breadth.  

Antecedent: Multiculturals have learned by living 
experiences that foreign cultures may contain values and 
beliefs very different from, or even in conflict with, those 
in their own culture. Because incongruent concepts 
provoke exploration into their interrelations, the process of 
resolving incongruent ideas may lead to greater cognitive 
complexity. This drives higher creativity (Leung et al., 
2008:172). 

Consequence: Multiculturals foster the creative expansion 
of ideas by increasing psychological readiness to recruit 
and seek out ideas from diverse sources and using them as 
inputs in the creative process 

• Innovation 
• Problem solving 

 

Cross-cultural  

communication  

skills 

Benet-Martinez & Haritatos (2005); 
LaFromboise, Coleman, & Gerton (1993); 
LaFromboise & Rowe (1983); Hong 
(2010); Hong & Doz (2013); Rashid 
(1984); Barner-Rasmussen, Ehrnrooth, 
Koveshnikov, & Mäkelä (2014); Vora et al. 
(2019) 

 

Definition: A multicultural’s ability to communicate 
appropriately and effectively in a given cross-cultural 
situation as one interacts, both verbally and non-verbally, 
in each culture in a cross-cultural context (LaFromboise & 
Rowe, 1983). 

Antecedent: It requires knowledge of the specific culture, 
language, and behavioral adaptability (Black & Gregersen, 
2000; Mendenhall, 2001; Gudykunst, 1998; Spitzberg, 
1983). 

Consequence: Multiculturals communicate effectively in a 
cross-cultural situation. 

Multiculturals’ cross-cultural 
communication skills contribute to:  

• Knowledge transfer 
• Boundary spanning 
• Multicultural team effectiveness 
• Cross cultural collaboration 

Cross-cultural  

attributional  

complexity 

Lakshman (2013); Fitzmmons, Lee, & 
Brannen (2012); Vora et al. (2019) 

 

Definition: Multiculturals have higher levels of 
attributional complexity – “differentiation, articulation, 
abstraction, and integration in individuals’ causal 
reasoning” (Lakshman 2013:927), which help them make 
more accurate and less culturally biased attributions. 

Antecedent: Multiculturals develop complex cultural 
identities that lead to higher level of tolerance for out-

Multiculturals’ cross-cultural leadership 
capabilities contribute to:  

• Multicultural team effectiveness 
• Global leadership 
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group members (the “other’ culture), and thus higher levels 
of cultural sensitivity (Roccas & Brewer, 2002). 

Consequence: Multiculturals lead multicultural teams 
effectively because they implement integrative strategies to 
enhance subordinates’ performance by evaluating behavior 
in its appropriate cultural context (e. g., Landis, 2008) and 
immediate feedback-giving (e.g., Yagi & Kleinberg, 2011). 
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TABLE 2. ETHNOGRAPHIC FIELDWORK PROCESS   

 

Firm Beginning stage Early stage Middle stage Final stage 
BEAU 2-3 months 3 months 3-4 months 2 months 

AuditCo 1 month 1 month 4 months 1 month 
Overall objectives  Ice-breaking time 

 Meeting with company representatives to 
plan and organize fieldwork 

 Selecting participants and teams  
 Meeting team leaders  

 Intensive data collection  
 Developing relationship with 

participants 
 Getting familiar to the field 

 Intensive data collection  
 Starting initial analysis  

 Comparing results based on 
initial analysis  

 Presenting results to top 
managers and key informants 
for trustworthiness  

Observation  Making the list of locations and events 
permitted for observation (as many as 
possible, carefully negotiating with company 
representatives) 

 Making the list of teams to observe 
 Selecting participants (potential key 

informants) to shadow  

 Observations 
 Participating in company 

events and conferences  
 Shadowing key informants 

 Observations 
 Participating in company events 

and conferences  
 Shadowing key informants  

 

Interviews  Making the list of potential interviewees (as 
many as possible, as many as possible, 
carefully negotiating with company 
representatives) 

 Cultivating key informants  
 Developing plans for interview 
 Making interview introduction and guide for 

interviewees 
 Emailing potential interviewees  
 Scheduling days and places for interview 

Step 1:  
 Initial interviews with key 

informants 
 Informal discussions with HR 

managers, multicultural 
employees, top managers, 
other employees working or 
having worked with 
multiculturals 

   

Step 2: 
 Semi-structured interviews 
 Informal discussions with HR 

managers, multicultural 
employees, top managers, other 
employees working or having 
worked with multiculturals 

  

Step 3: 
 Follow-up interviews.  
 Final interviews 

Archives Collected whenever available including field notes with reflection memos within 24 hours of fieldwork.  
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TABLE 3. SOURCES OF DATA 

Firm Formal interviews Informal interviews  Formal team meetings 
observed 

Observations of daily work 
activities 

Observations of company 
events 

Archives and documents 

BEAU - 6 regional director of the main 
brands of BEAU 
- 3 directors: 2 in the new product 
development (NPD) & 1 in the HR; 
- 5 axe-directors (between director 
and manager): 2 in the NPD; 3 in 
the international recruitment 
department (separate function from 
HR) 
- 21 managers: 18 project managers 
(8 of them working in the 
international marketing department. 
They worked very closely with new 
product development department. 
Most of them would be promoted to 
NPD after 2-3 years); 3 managers 
in HR.  
- 1 staff: in HR 
Total: 36 (28 multiculturals and 8 
monoculturals 

- Many informal interviews 
were conducted during daily 
fieldwork. 
- Over lunches and dinners with 
participants in the company as 
well as after work (dinner)  
- During participating in or 
attending company events and 
conferences  

 
  

1. In the NPD department 
- 2 teams were observed. Each 
team was observed three times 
according to NPD process (e.g., 
creating product concepts, 
packaging design, and 
promotion).  
 - Duration of observation:  
3 hours, 6 hours, and a full day 
(8 working hours) per team 
Total observation duration: 
34 hours. 
2. In the international recruiting 
department:  
- 2 teams were observed. Each 
team was observed twice 
according to meeting topics 
(e.g., global campaign for 
young talent recruitment, and 
welcoming new members) 
- Duration of observation: 1) A 
team: 3 hours and a full day (8 
working hours); 2) B team: 6 
hours and a full day (8 working 
hours) 
Total observation duration: 
25 hours. 
 

- Extensive (twice per week on 
average)  
- Main observation area: NPD 
and   
International marketing  
International recruitment  
- Participants’ offices 
- Restaurant and cafeteria 
- Public areas  
 
 
 

- Product launching events 
- Conferences (Vice president 
of diversity talk) 
- Promotion campaigns in 
Grands Ecoles (French elite 
business schools) 
- Welcoming parties 

During observations:  
- Company made archives 
- Mass media reports,  
- Financial reports 
- Photos taken in public 
areas 
 
During interviews:  
. Interviewees’ CVs,  
- Cultural identity 
exercise,  
- Interviewees’ drawings 
and notes of cultural self 
description,  
- Photos of interviewees 
(and offices)  

AuditCo - 1 partner 
- 2 directors 
- 6 senior managers 
- 9 consultants 
- 3 staffs (HR) 
Total: 20 (16 multiculturals and 4 
monoculturals).  
 

Limited due to confidentiality 
(only informal meetings during 
breaks and lunch)  
- One team meeting in their 
office area  

Extensive (twice per week on 
average) 
Main observation area:  
- Meeting hall (entire floor 
equipped with many meeting 
rooms 
- Language training office 
- Restaurant and cafeteria 
- Public areas 

- Charity events  
- Conferences (CEO and 
Partners talk) 
- Promotion campaigns in 
Grands Ecoles (French elite 
business schools) 

Total 
number 

56 Many 10+ many informal team 
meetings 

Many Many Many 
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TABLE 4. DEMOGRAPHIC DETAILS OF INTERVIEWEES  

Company Position Department Gender Age 
BEAU: 36  
(28 multiculturals 
and 8 monoculturals) 

Regional Director: 6 
Director: 3 
Axe-Director: 5 
Project manager: 21 
Staff: 1 

New Product Development: 
21 
International Marketing: 8 
International Recruitment: 3 
Human Resources: 4 

Female 23 
Male: 13 

25-35: 
28 
>35: 8 

AuditCo: 20  
(16 multiculturals 
and 4 monoculturals) 

Partner: 1 
Director: 1 
Senior manager: 6 
Consultant: 9 
Staff & other: 3 

Auditing: 10 
Business consulting: 7 
HR & Other: 3 

Female: 10 
Male: 10 

25-35: 
13 
>35: 7 

 
 
TABLE 5. COMPARISONS OF THE TWO MNE WORK SETTINGS 
  

Setting Dimensions AuditCo BEAU 

Commonalities 
Using multicultural 
competence to play roles in 
addition to performing tasks 

Highly skilled with diverse cultural 
experiences 

Highly skilled with diverse cultural 
experience in living and working 
circumstances 

 
Visibility of roles 

Business broker: Developing 
network and coordinating work and 
people across national, societal, 
and organizational boundaries  
- It is more visible when a 
multicultural is in the higher 
position in the organization 
hierarchy (higher in hierarchy) 

Cultural broker: Knowledge process 
and managing conflict  
– It is more visible at project manager 
level than director (lower in 
hierarchy) 

Career development challenge No ambition to be a partner No ambition to be a top manager 
Differences 

Task origin; team nature; work 
location; dress code 

Shared/collective; temporary team; 
working at client sites; business 
dress code  

Individual; permanent team; working 
at offices; casual dress code 

HRM practice strategy and 
recognition  

No recruitment strategy Systemized HRM practice  
(Disparity between top and middle 
managers’ appreciation of 
multiculturals) 

Identification with 
organization 

Less identified with organization, 
more identified with profession 

More identified with the organization, 
less identified with [their] profession. 
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TABLE 6. CULTURAL PROFILES OF THE INTERVIEWEES 

 Cultural profiles 
Monocultural 
/Multicultural  
 

Language fluency  

1 American-French Multi French/English 
2 French Mono French/English 
3 French Mono French/English 
4 French Mono French/English 
5 Mexican-Italian-German  Multi Spanish/English//Italian/German 
6 Indian-French Multi English/Hindi 
7 Belgian-French Multi Flemish/English/French 
8 French-American Multi English/French//German/Spanish 
9 Canadian-Hong Kong-Singaporean Multi English/Chinese 
10 Dutch-Chinese Multi Dutch/English/Chinese 
11 Taiwanese-French Multi Chinese/English/French 
12 Russian-Ukrainian Multi Russian/Ukrainian/English 
13 Polish-French Multi Polish/English/French 
14 French-Venezuelan Multi French/English/Spanish 
15 Hong Kong-British-Canadian-French Multi Mandarin/Cantonese/English/French 
16 British-Spanish Multi English/Spanish 
17 British-German Multi English/German/French 
18 Chinese-French Multi Chinese/French/English 
19 Polish-German-French Multi German/French/Polish/English 
20 German-Indian Multi German/Indian-local/English 
21 Indian-American Multi Indian-local/English/French 
22 Spanish-Lebanese-French Multi Lebanese /French/Spanish/English 
23 Belgian-Dutch Multi English/Flemish /Dutch/French 
24 American-French Multi English 
25 French Mono French/English 
26 French Mono French/English 
27 American-French Multi English/French 
28 French-Moroccan-German Multi English/Arabic/French/German 
29 German-French Multi English/German/French 
30 Indian-French Multi French/English/Hindi 

31 French (over 20 years of oversea 
experience) Multi French/English 

32 Korean-British Multi English/Korean 
33 French Mono French/English 
34 French Mono French/English 
35 French Mono French/English 
36 Spanish-German Multi Spanish/English/German 
37 Japanese Mono Japanese-English 
38 American-French Multi English-French 
39 British-French  Multi English-French 
40 South African-French Multi English-French-Italian 
41 Canadian-French Multi English-French 
42 British-French Multi English-French 
43 French-Korean Multi French-English-Korean 
44 French-Indian Multi French-English-Hindi 
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45 Portuguese-French Multi Portuguese-English 
46 Vietnamese-French Multi French-Vietnamese-English 
47 Serbian-Dutch-French Multi Serbian-French-Dutch-English 
48 Spanish-French Multi Spanish-French-English 
49 Tunisian-French Multi Arabic-French-English 
50 Russian-French Multi Russian-French-American 
51 French-Cambodian Multi Vietnamese-French-English 
52 British-French Multi English-French 
53 Cameroonian-French Multi French-English-Cameroon 
54 French Mono French 
55 British Mono English 
56 French Mono English-French 
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TABLE 7. PHASE II: SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
 

Emergence-
enabling factors 

Definitions Observed presence in each MNE 
AuditCo BEAU 

Global mindset “A highly complex cognitive structure 
characterized by an openness to and 
articulation of multiple cultural and 
strategic realities on both global and local 
levels, and the cognitive ability to mediate 
and integrate across this multiplicity” (Levy 
et al., 2007: 32).  

Mixed: Limited 
by hierarchical 
structure 

High/Strong: All 
hierarchical levels 

Differentiated HR 
architecture A set of HRM policies and practices 

(Becker & Huselid, 2006). The 
differentiated HR architecture is “that part 
of the overall HR architecture that is 
structured to provide the unique human 
requirements of a specific business 
process.” (Becker & Huselid, 2006: 906). In 
other words, HR architecture have to be 
differentiated across different strategic 
capabilities within the same firm, which 
leads the strategic value of differentiation 
rather than best practices and universalistic 
approaches to HR strategy 

Low/Weak: No 
designated HR 
strategy 

High/Strong: 
Designated HRM 
for multiculturals 

Language policy & 
practices 

Language policy refers the rules and 
regulations that govern language use in 
MNEs. Language practices, in turn, are the 
concrete means through which language 
policy is enacted in MNEs (Peltokorpi & 
Vaara, 2012:809). 

Mixed: Single 
language policy 
(Practice language 
as a tool) 

High/Strong: Single 
language policy 
(Practice language 
as communication 
barrier) 

Team diversity The “distribution of differences among the 
members of a unit with respect to a 
common attribute”. Team member diversity 
in cultural backgrounds reflects variety: 
“differences in kind or category, primarily 
of information, knowledge, or experience 
among unit members” (Harrison & Klein, 
2007:1200).  

Mixed: 
Moderated 
heterogeneity  

Mixed: Highly 
heterogeneity  

Multicultural team 
leadership 

Implementation of integrative strategies to 
enhance subordinates’ performance by 
evaluating behavior in its appropriate 
cultural context (e. g., Landis, 2008)  

High/Strong: 
Multicultural 
leader preferred  

High/Strong: 
Multicultural leader 
preferred  
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APPENDIX 1. FORMAL ETHNOGRAPHIC INTERVIEWS: GUIDING QUESTIONS 
 
Background  
Age 
What is your current position?  
What is your background? 
What led you to working for this company? How did you get started?  
How long have you been working for this company?  
What was your prior experience?  
Cultural Identity(ies) 
Tell me about your background: Where were you born? Where have you grown up? Tell me about your 
parents’ cultures.  
How do you identify culturally?  
Has(ve) your cultural identity(ies) changed over time?  
Have you ever experienced cultural identity crisis?  
Cultural Identy(ies) and Professional Life 
How do your cultural identities influence your professional life?  
Have you noticed any difference between you and your colleagues in terms of the way to perform? 
Do you identify yourself as culturally different others?   
What is your most challenge working with people from different countries?  
Work Experience  
Describe a typical day/project/assignment 
What was your last project like?  
How do you work with people in different countries (e.g., locals)? 
Can you think of any examples illustrating how you contribute to your team performance?  
Can you think of any examples illustrating how you contribute to firm performance? 
Which skills do you use when working and how?  
Can you give me examples of some work-related challenges and how you handle them?  
What do you think of company support?  
Team Work Experience 
Describe your current team 
Describe teams you previously worked with 
How different are your current team and previous team?   
Can you think of challenges your team faces?  
Do your team members behave differently when facing challenges?  
Do you think that you make more effort to adapt to your team members (colleagues) than they do? 
How to manage work relationship with your boss (team leader)  
Additional Interview Questions to Top Management and HR  
For top management:  
Are you aware of the presence of multiculturals? 
What role do the multiculturals play? 
Do you see multiculturals as talents? 
For HR: 
When did the company start recruiting multiculturals? 
Why did you start hiring multiculturals? 
How are multiculturals managed?  
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APPENDIX 2. MEASURING MULTICULTURALISM OF INTERVIEWEES 
 
Exercise 1: Cultural Self Identification  

During the interview, all interviewees participated in a “self-identification exercise,” which served as 
one way to measure their multiculturalism. After the interviewees finished introducing themselves 
(e.g., family, education, work experiences) and providing information on their current jobs, they were 
asked to position their cultural selves on two cultural identity scales (please see below).  

This exercise had three notable results. First, interviewees (mostly French) who identified themselves 
as monoculturals on the first scale also positioned themselves as monoculturals on the second scale. 
Second, among those who identified as multiculturals in the first scale, some interviewees (French) 
identified as monoculturals on the second scale. Third, other interviewees (multiculturals) identified 
themselves as multiculturals in the second scale.  

All interviewees were asked to explain the reasoning behind their positioning on both scales. French 
who identified as multiculturals in the first scale and as monoculturals in the second scale explained 
that in the first scale (how I see myself culturally), they perceived themselves as multiculturals 
because they worked in highly multicultural environments and travelled extensively. However, in the 
second scale (How I perceive others see me culturally), they knew that others (e.g., colleagues, 
friends, family) did not see them as multiculturals but as French. Those who self-identified as 
multiculturals on both scales emphasized that they were not biculturals but multiculturals because they 
felt their cultural experiences went beyond biculturalism. Therefore, only those who identified as 
multiculturals on both scales (third result) were treated as multiculturals in our study.  

All interviews were mainly conducted in English. The interviewer used French when interviewees 
needed a French translation, or when interviewees could express themselves or better explain a 
concept in French. While spontaneously switching between English and French, the interviewer could 
observe interviewees’ multiculturalism, such as their behaviors, non-verbal communication (e.g., 
gestures, facial expressions), level of cultural knowledge, and language usage and fluency. For 
example, one interviewee (Hong Kong-British-Canadian-French) changed her gestures, facial 
expressions, and body language depending on the language she used. When she spoke French to 
demonstrate how she engaged in daily work conversations with her French colleagues, she used a 
typical French tone of voice and body language. She did not use the same aspects in her verbal and 
non-verbal communication when speaking English.  

The results of this exercise were confirmed by analyzing data gathered from field observations, 
interviews, and interviewees’ CVs. Despite its limitations, this exercise was helpful for initiating 
conversations. 
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Exercise 2. Identity-crisis Storytelling 
 
During the cultural-identity exercise (above), the first author asked interviewees, “Have you had any 
experience with losing your cultural self or asking yourself questions like ‘Who I am culturally?’” 
This enabled interviewees to continue telling their stories about themselves using concrete examples.   
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